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• What is a scientific paper?
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• The elements
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• The cycle of review

• A bit of grammar



Resources

• Writing Science  - Joshua Schimel (Oxford)



What is a scientific paper?

• A scientific paper contains information presented and organized such 
that peers (your colleagues) are able to:
 Assess theoretical derivations or observations

 Repeat key steps and experiments

 Independently evaluate the discovery process

• A paper must be peer reviewed, become a permanent record 
(published), and be available to scientists without restrictions

• A scientific paper contains information written and presented in a 
particular format based on the path of the scientific method



The Scientific Method
♦ Observe and question
♦ Propose tentative hypotheses
♦ make predictions about 

unobserved phenomena
♦ Test by making  observations 
♦ Reject hypotheses that fail 

to predict new observations  

The scientific method and its communication 

The Scientific communication path
1. Define the question
2. Gather information and resources
3. Formulate hypothesis 
4. Perform experiment & collect data 
5. Analyze data 
6. Interpret and draw conclusions 

for new hypotheses 
7. Publish/communicate results 



The structure of a scientific paper 

1. Title 

2. Authors and affiliations

3. Abstract

4. Introduction

5. Theory/Methods

6. Results

7. Discussion

8. Summary and conclusions

9. Acknowledgements 

10. References



Types of scientific papers

• Standard/primary research paper – standard structure 
discussed next

• Review paper – critical overview of “the state of the art” 

• Technical note – concise (4 pages) paper reporting a 
technical innovation

• Position/opinion paper

• Comment/letter to the editor 

• Each of these formats serves different objectives or aspects of 
scientific communications



Structure and order of a scientific paper 

Scientific process Section of paper
Orienting readers Title
What was done in a nutshell? Abstract
What is the problem addressed? Introduction
How did we solve the problem? Theory / Methods
What did we find? Results
What does it mean? Discussion
What have we learned (in short)? Summary and conclusions
Who helped us? Acknowledgements
Whose previous work did we rely on? References
Additional information Appendices



The outline – a valuable roadmap for the authors 

• Start with an outline – it is probably the most useful 
investment of time in the entire writing process

• Weave into basic paper 
structure your headings and 
subheadings down to titles 
of key paragraphs (more 
details than in this TOC!)

• For example, expand generic 
sections such as 
“introduction” to highlight 
main points to be discussed

• Be flexible - change and 
rearrange as you go



Simplicity and clarity in writing

• Simplicity and clarity are complementary

• All words used in scientific writing should be:

▪ Simple
▪ Essential
▪ Specific
▪ Familiar

• Avoid redundancy (i.e., stating same thing more than once)

• Write to an imaginary reader, and assume the reader knows 
very little about the topic hence everything must be defined 
and clearly presented 

http://www.botany.uwc.ac.za/



The Title

• The title is probably the most visible (and important) element of a paper

• It is most likely part of the paper to be read

• Used for classification, indexing, “discovered” by modern search engines

• Should be extremely informative, simple and compact

• Avoid pompous wording and deceptive “promises”

http://www.botany.uwc.ac.za/



The Title

• Clever and amusing titles did not 
correlate with more citations…

• The tooth, the whole tooth and nothing but the tooth: how belief in the Tooth Fairy can engender false memories

• Technology: go ahead, make my DNA

• One giant leap for mankind? A cost-utility analysis of abolishing the law of gravity

• You Probably Think This Paper’s About You: Narcissists’ Perceptions of Their Personality and Reputation

http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/journal/116842479/abstract
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21577223
http://www.cmaj.ca/content/177/12/1536.full
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/discoblog/2011/06/06/ncbi-rofl-you-probably-think-this-papers-about-you-narcissists-perceptions-of-their-personality-and-reputation/


The Abstract

• An abstract provides in a single paragraph a summary of the entire paper
• What was done and why?
• How it was done
• What were the main results
• What are the main conclusions

• An abstract must be  understandable without reference to the rest of the 
paper (it is the most read part after title)

• Typically contains 150-250 words

• It should NOT contain
• Any information not presented in the paper
• Reference to tables or graphs
• Details of methods
• Referenced literature

http://users.ece.cmu.edu/~koopman/essays/abstract.html



What is an informative abstract (for a paper)?

An abstract summarizes, in one paragraph the major 
aspects of the entire paper in the following sequence:

1. The question you investigated (Introduction) 
• Clearly state the purpose in the first or second sentence

2. The experimental design and methods used (Methods) 
• clearly express the basic design of the study 
• briefly describe the basic methodology used 

(without detail), indicate key techniques used 

3. Major findings, key quantitative results or trends (Results) 
• report results relevant to the questions asked 
• identify trends, relative change or differences 

4. A brief summary of your conclusions (Discussion) 
• clearly state the implications of the results 



The Introduction

• An introduction provides sufficient background to allow a reader to 
understand the study without the need to refer to previous 
publications, and supplies the rational for the study

• A good introduction:
▪ Presents the scope of the problem
▪ Reviews related literature
▪ Sets the stage for the methods chosen
▪ Ends with clear objectives (sometimes paper organization)

• Use the present tense (writing about what is known)

• Evaluate previous research - don’t just summarize

• Cite original sources only (things you have read or could be found)

• State overall question addressed or provide simple hypotheses

http://www.botany.uwc.ac.za/



Materials and Methods

• The Materials and Methods section explains how the research was performed
• Provide sufficient detail to allow readers to:

▪ Evaluate appropriateness of the methods

▪ Assess validity of results

▪ Replicate the study

• Justify your choice of methods (methods
published elsewhere need only to be cited)

• Use the past tense (reporting what was done)

• Sometimes the structure would follow:
▪ Materials, study site, numerical model

▪ Measurement methods and observations

▪ Procedures and data sources



The Results… an inherent imbalance



The Results

» The great tragedy of science – the slaying 
of a beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact…
Thomas Henry Huxley ['Collected Essays', 1894]

• The Results section is where facts are 
disclosed and hypotheses are tested

• Report results from which significant 
conclusions can be drawn (even if contrary to expectations)

• Do not selectively eliminate significant results – there are no 
“good” or “bad” results, there are simply “results”

• Use graphs, figures, and tables – don’t just repeat the caption, 
make a point when referring to these elements in the text

• Do not repeat methods (a common flaw)

• Use the past tense (reporting what has been done)



The Discussion and conclusions

• The Discussion explains importance and relevance of your findings

• Do:
▪ Generalize based on your results
▪ Point to exceptions and inconsistencies, limitations
▪ Discuss shortcomings and open issues
▪ Relate your work to previous studies

• Do not:
▪ Repeat results
▪ Digress to speculations not supported by data
▪ Overemphasize shortcomings
▪ Discuss insignificant findings (masking important ones)
▪ Ignore alternative interpretations
▪ Accept a null hypothesis with non-significant results – absence 

of evidence is not evidence of absence



The Acknowledgements

• Acknowledgements are important - someone funded the research 
(and expects funding to be acknowledged), others may have 
helped with technical aspects, data collection and analyses

• Acknowledge sources of funding, host institutions, personal 
(technical, intellectual, and other help)

• If you are uncertain about how much credit to give someone who 
helped you along the way, err on the side of giving more credit 
than you are certain about…

• This is an opportunity to win 
friends, enlist advocates and 
solidify relationships 



Figures - elements, captions and referencing

• Provide a clear caption for each figure

• Make sure elements are clearly labeled 
(axes, symbols, letters, units, dimensions) 
and captions explain the figure content

• Lines and symbols are distinguishable even 
in a black and white photocopy

• Make sure figures are referenced in the 
proper places in the text (typically shown 
following their reference, but not always)

• When referencing, make a point don’t just 
repeat the caption or state the obvious 



An example of a scientific paper (1)
1

2

4

5

3

6

7

1. The journal and key 
information for referencing

2. The title of the paper

3. Authors and affiliation

4. The abstract

5. The introduction

6. Objectives and paper 
organization

7. Theoretical considerations 
(in some papers this could 
be the “Materials and 
Methods“ section)



An example of a scientific paper (2)

8

9

10

11

8. Equations and equation numbers –
definition of variables and symbols

9. Figures and figure caption

10. Tables and table caption 

11. “making a point” concerning Fig. 6



An example of a scientific paper (3)

12. Instead of Results this paper that 
involves model development 
discusses Application

13. Subheading to orient readers –
comparison with 3.1 laboratory 
data and with 3.2 field data 

12

13



An example of a scientific paper (4)

14. The Discussion and 
Conclusions section

15. Appendix – serves as 
repository for detailed 
derivations that would 
affect the flow of the paper 
and mask the main 
message. Interested readers 
can follow the derivations 
and assess the validity of the 
main results (most readers 
would accept the final result 
reported in the paper) 

14

15



An example of a scientific paper (5)

16
17

18

16. Appendix B (imagine the distraction if 
the material was placed within main text)

17. Acknowledgment section

18. References – often in alphabetical 
order in a prescribed format

19. Alternative references format: 
Physical Review Letters 



A review paper (1) 

1. The paper reviews and 
integrates knowledge about 
a certain subject or field

2. It is organized to cover the 
main areas in a systematic 
way 

3. It adds interpretation and 
identify links among studies 
and subtopics

4. Does not follow the usual 
scientific paper structure



A review paper (2) 

5. The review provides a summary of what is known, present gaps and future needs



General aspects of scientific paper writing

• be consistent (also in the use tenses, ...) 

• use active form (simpler, easier, stronger) 

• no contractions (e.g., it's, can't, ... ) 

• all images, figures, tables are labeled and referenced in the text 

• all images, figures, tables, ... must have a caption describing their purpose

• All references are mentioned in the text (and reference to previous work in 
the text clearly cited in the list of references)

• no paragraph should have only one sentence 

• use a spellchecker (however, do not rely on the spellchecker, it does not 
find every mistake) 

• evidence is singular the word data is plural (data are reported)…but some 
exceptions for data… 

• use simple and short sentences (break a sentence if needed) 

• avoid abbreviations (except: i.e., e.g.) or clearly define early on 



Writing consistently boring papers



Types of scientific papers - recap

• Standard/primary research paper – standard structure 
discussed next

• Review paper – critical overview of “the state of the art” 

• Technical note – concise (4 pages) paper reporting a 
technical innovation

• Position/opinion paper

• Comment/letter to the editor 

• Each of these formats serves different objectives or aspects of 
scientific communications

• All scientific papers are subjected to peer review process 



Concept map of a scientific paper (1)

Jeff Adkins, 2005



Concept map of a scientific paper (2)



Concept map of a scientific paper (3)



Paper authorship

• In a perfect world all authors have contributed 
actively to the writing of the paper, and authorship
order reflects the importance of their relative 
contributions

• Authors are typically originators of the idea, made partial 
contribution to the research, wrote or contributed to writing 
the paper – authorship is best resolved upfront

• In reality one faces with dilemmas and constraints such as 
how to include a senior scientist that provided funding but 
has not been active in the research…

• In addition to ethical questions, there are other practical 
issues (“politics”) that must also be taken into consideration

• My “rule” - if a person didn’t actively contribute to the writing 
of the paper, he or she will be acknowledged but not as co-
authors… (however, this “rule” has not always been applied)



Ethics in science

• Integrity, honesty and fairness

• Acknowledgment of sources of information 

▪ Plagiarism (easily identified with today’s technology)

▪ You didn’t know this 
is an old idea (bad)

▪ You knew but didn’t 
disclose (very bad)

• Respect for nature

• Ethical treatment
of organisms 

• Authorship issues



Key steps to publication

Outline

1st draft

read revise

next draft

outside
reader revise

format & 
submit

Review

comments

revise rebuttal

final draft

proofs corrections

acceptance

publication

rejection



The review process

• Manuscript submission (journal format etc.)

• Review by peers + comments (several months!)

• Revisions (long time after original writing)

• Rebuttal letter (point-by-point response to review comments)

• Re-review (examination of your revisions)

• Acceptance/rejection



The concept of peer review

• Peer-review is performed by knowledgeable scientists who are not directly 
involved with the research being evaluated (and have no conflict of interest)

• Reviewers are often scientific competitors! 

• To remove any bias from the review process, many manuscripts (articles prior 
to publication) are independently evaluated by 3 reviewers

• Reviewers consider: the validity of research approach, significance and 
originality of the findings, interest and timeliness to the scientific 
community, and manuscript clarity

• Reviewers then provide written feedback on the manuscript

• Journal editors rely on peer-review feedback to guide their publication 
decisions; authors use reviewers' comments to refine their manuscript 

http://www.visionlearning.com/library/module_viewer.php?mid=123



Publish or perish trying to…



Benefiting from review comments

• Read every criticism as a positive suggestion for 
something you could explain more clearly

• DO NOT respond “you stupid person, I meant X”

• Fix the paper so “X” is apparent even to the 
“stupidest” reader

• Thank reviewers warmly – they have given up 
their time for you



The review process



How to choose a scientific journal?

• The primary criterion is topic and scope of the journal

• Standing of the journal – impact factor, citation

• The readership of the journal – could you influence? 
would they have an impact on your career?

• The review process – fast? slow? transparent? 

• Open access (is very important by EU and SNF) and publication costs

• Diversity and reaching new target audiences (less so with Google)



A bit of grammar - paragraph (1)



A bit of grammar – paragraph (2)



A bit of grammar – sentences (3)

• Sentences should:
 Contain no more than one idea

 Usually no more than one subordinate idea

 Be simple

 Never stray from the topic

 Be connected and flow logically from one to the other (the 
paragraph rule)

 Not contain filler words or unnecessary jargon

 Not contain redundancy

 Be properly punctuated



A bit of grammar – sentences (4)

• One main idea:

 The dog is a rather strange mammal and my cat has soft fur. 

• One subordinate idea:

 The dog is a rather a strange mammal, my cat hates all dogs 
as do most cats, and dogs have peculiar relationships with 
people.

 The dog is a rather strange mammal.

 The dog is rather a strange mammal, and it has peculiar 
relationships with people.



A bit of grammar – sentences (5)

• Very simple:
 The biota exhibited a 100% mortality response to the addition 

of high levels of the lethal pesticide. 
 High levels of pesticide killed all organisms.

• Punctuated:
 That that is is that that is not is not
 That that is, is. That that is not, is not.

• No filler words:
 In order to to
 In the direction of towards
 At the present time now
 A considerable amount of much
 Accounted for by the fact that because



Spellchecking
© The Journal of Irreproducible Results, vol. 39, #1, 
January/February 1994, page 13, and vol. 45, # 5-6, 2000, 

Candidate for a Pullet Surprise
Jerrold H. Zar

I have a spelling checker,
It came with my PC.
It plane lee marks four my revue
Miss steaks aye can knot sea.

Eye ran this poem threw it,
Your sure reel glad two no.
Its vary polished in it's weigh.
My checker tolled me sew.

A checker is a bless sing,
It freeze yew lodes of thyme.
It helps me right awl stiles two reed,
And aides me when eye rime……



Example - concise writing of great ideas



Exercise – write an outline

Individual: write a detailed outline (one page max) for a
hypothetical research paper

Topics for paper outline:
• Biofuel production in the tropics – A review
• The hydrologic cycle in the Alps – A review  
• Global warming and methane emissions from permafrost soil  

You can't learn a lot about writing just by reading 
about how to do it - you must practice
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